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Oral Judgment 

1. The appellant Kirk Callendar was tried and convicted In the High Court division of 

the Gun Court on an indictment which contained four (4) counts. On count I ,  he was 

charged with illegal possession of a firearm, on count 2, abduction, on count 3, rapp 

and on ccunt 4, buggery. In respect of the illegal possession of firearm he was 

sentenced t o  imprisonment f ~ r  a term of 15 years, on count 2 for abduction, 7 years 

imprisonment a t  hard labour, on count 3 for rape, 15 years imprisonment at  hard labour 

and on count 4, 5 years imprisonment. 



2. The iearned tr~al judge in imposing the sentence ordered that counts 1, 2 and  3 

shcirld run concurrently and said that the sentence on count 4 shoc~ld run consecutively 

with the sentences on those 3 counts. The appellant was therefore sentenced to serve 

a total of 20 years imprisonment. 

3. The appellant has sought leave to appeal both conviction and sentence. Today, 

Mr. Golding who appears on his behalf has informed the Court that the appellant has 

abandoned the original grounds of appeal. He sought and obtained leave to argue a 

supplemental g r ~ u n d  based solely on sentence. The ground Is that the sentence of the 

Court is manifestly excessive in all the circumstances. 

4. Credibility was the only issile in the case, The learned trial judge rejected the 

applicant's unsworn statement and accepted the corn plainant's version. On the 

evidence adduced in the case, he was fully entitled to do this. 

5. On the question of sentence, it certainly cannot be said that the sentences 

imposed on the four (4) counts were manif~stly excessive in the circumstances of this 

case. However, we do have a query 35 to whether it was appropriate to order that the 

sentences on counts 1, 2 a n d  3 shocrld run concurrently but consecu:ively to  the 

sentence on count 4. We therefore granted leave to appeal the question 3f sentence 

only. 

6 We are in full agreement with the views expressed by the learned s~ngle judge 

when he said that it cannot be said that the sentences imposed on these four (4) 



counts were manifestly excessive. The sentence of i5 years for- rape, in our view, was 

quite prop?:. For thc illegal possession, abduction and buggery, these sentences were 

also appropriate. The question we now face is whether or not the 5 years imposed on 

count 4 should run consecutively with the sentences on counts 1, 2 a n d  3. Mr. Goldirlg 

agrees that this was a bad case indeed, but argues that  the sentences are manifestly 

excessive, this being the first conviction for the applicant. 

7 .  In conclusion, we cannot agree wit11 counsel that the sentences are manifestly 

excessive but we do agree with counsel that the !earned trial judge ought  not to have 

ordered that the sentence on count 4 s h o ~ ~ l d  run consecutivety with the sentences on 

the other 3 counts. The applicaticn for leave to appeal against conviction is refused 

and the appeal agarnst sentence is allowed. The sentences are varied to read that the 

sentences on counts 1, 2,  3 and 4 are to ran concurrently and  wilt commence as of the 

qrr4 August 2007. 


